THE RESTORATION OF DAVIDIC WARFARE AND/OR WORSHIP?
Sometimes things happen in our lives that grieve us; make us so sad that we feel like
we’ve experienced a death in our family. When we attend a fellowship and we feel at home there
they become our family. Just like every family, there are those whom we are attracted to and we
become close and there are others who we do not grow too close too. There are others we prefer
to only see on special days like; holidays, birthdays and such and it doesn’t bother us too much if
we don’t see them the rest of the year. Sadly, there are a few, a slight few that we’d rather not see
at all; you know, the contentious relative that has an opinion about everything that you do, say or
act upon. Thank goodness that the last kind is rare in most families, and in most churches too.
With the end of the age occurring here and now we are starting to see more and more
pastors and laymen going astray. People that we thought were stable pillars in the church
community are exposed for what really lives inside of them; misguided hopes or plans that just
don’t seem to go along with scripture and scripture’s correct interpretation. Sometimes people
have been hurt by others in the Christian family and they find scripture that they feel soothes that
hurt, and that is fine except when the scripture is taken out of context to prove that person right
and others wrong.
A friend of mine, within the last year or two started to attend a fellowship that seemed
pretty exemplary. It was everything that my friend could ask for. He has a ministry that caters to
many that most of the church would not even dare minister too and he’s had some success
bringing people around to the truth and helping them to get set free. The pastor of his new church
had a burden or at least accepted what my friend was doing and my friend felt safe and secure in
this fellowship.
My friend is like myself, a watchman; someone who feels the call to watch out for
Yahweh’s people and to sound the alarm when things don’t seem right in a message or a ministry
or whatever the case might be. He told me that there were many times during worship when
Yahweh would give him a Word to share from Yeshua and although allowed to give the word,
which sometimes gave admonitions to the body to change their ways and walk according to
Yahweh’s Word. The problem that he had is that there were those in the fellowship who would
fluff over his Word from Yahweh with words of love, peace and acceptance. He often felt like
the others shared what they shared in order to quash what Yahweh was trying to say through
him.

As we talked my friend shared with me that his pastor had been involved in what seemed
to be an ecumenical movement in his town and when he felt alarmed, the pastor would announce
that it wasn’t really ecumenical, but just a lot of pastors who wanted to see revival in his town
who agreed to put aside differences and focus on what they all had in common. With this having
been said, my friend still felt strange about all of this but gave the pastor the benefit of the doubt
because he thought he knew his pastor’s heart.
My friend told me that the pastor often spoke of something called The Tabernacle of
David being restored. The pastor would refer to Amos 9:11 and other scriptures to show that it
was a new Tabernacle of Praise that Yahweh was going to institute and that He (Yahweh) would
use this Tabernacle to break down the divisions within the pastoral and church communities of
his city. As time progressed, the mention of The Tabernacle of David was often mentioned as a
new and/or fresh movement of the Ruach Ha Kodesh that would break down the walls and bring
revival to his city.
A couple of Sunday’s ago my friend was very distraught. He felt betrayed and he felt like
he’d been thrown under a bus by his pastor. That day there was a guest speaker from another
organization in his town that is heavily promoting this TOD (Tabernacle of David) thing and this
speaker was recruiting churches to join in with them to help them to bring about the new and
revived TOD in his city. My friend said that it felt as though he wasn’t sitting in his own church,
but had been put inside a Unitarian Church. A strange spirit filled the place too. The speaker
used a lot of New Age words; things like “great invocation,” “an awakening,” and once he even
slipped and used the word ecumenical, which he quickly fixed with something like “coming
together.”
As I mentioned earlier, there are many types in a family, and his church was no different.
There are the older mature believers, whose who just sit and listen and a few loonies who are
already bringing New Age dogma into the church under the radar of his pastor who he
sometimes wondered if he even had radar or had it switched on. Those New Agenicks, along
with some of the believers who will go along with anything coming from the pulpit were all
saying hallelujah, praise the Lord and Amen during this whole event according to my friend.
Most sat in shock it seemed, wondering what was going on. He said that it got even worse when,
after the speaker talked, the pastor just stood up and said that his church would join in this
obviously New Age ecumenical movement. There was no polling of the congregants, no vote; no
discussion whatsoever. My friend told me that he had often heard the pastor mention that he

wanted more involvement in the church by those who attended, so this added to his shock when
this decision was made without the consent of anyone but the Amen Choir.
So, alarmed at what happened to my friend, I went home and did a little research on TOD
and what it is all about. Between family events, ministry stuff and other things I have little
precious time to do a study into it myself. I did however know that there are people who look
into these things and use scripture, wisdom and common sense to investigate the “latest” things
that are sweeping a sleeping and unsuspecting church. I found an article that I’d now like to
present as an attachment to this editorial. I’d like you to read about TOD, where it comes from,
what it is and how you need to watch carefully and try to head it off before it takes over a pastor
or a church. My friend was duped, as was his fellowship, but you don’t have to be.
Having visited this author’s website and having seen no copyright I am assuming that
there is no copyright on his material. If in fact there is, I do claim my right as an editorialist to
use his material as an expository against the heresy I mentioned above.
———————————————————————
THE RESTORATION OF DAVIDIC WARFARE/WORSHIP
By Orrel Steinkamp, The Plumbline, Volume 7, No. 4, September/October 2002
Over the past decade’s music has gained an unprecedented prominence in the church. So
much so that music has replaced faith and preaching as the new means of grace. The influence
of music has become so dominant that it is not unusual for worship ministers and worship teams
to spend more time in ministry with the congregation than pastors do expounding the Word of
God. The worship time often consumes up to forty minutes leaving preaching time
shortened. An Australian pastor recounts a conversation he had with his worship leader just
prior to a 2-day seminar. The worship leader asked, “How long do you want us to
worship? Twenty minutes?” The pastor responded “What about two days.” “I don’t think I
could play my guitar that long” the worship leader retorted. The pastor’s response was “you’re
talking about music and I am talking about worship”. There is a subtle understanding now that
suggests that music alone constitutes worship.

Barry Chant asks the question:
“Have we unknowingly, actually arrived at a position where music has replaced faith as
the means by which we appropriate God’s blessings and where the worship leader, [or the
worship team] rather than the evangelist is responsible for bringing people to God?”1 Jared
Cooper describes a time when his church abandoned music altogether to test the genuineness of
their worship… They learned to worship without music.2
Indeed if someone was marooned on a desert island would worship be impossible? Barry
Chant insightfully observes, “an unhealthy number of new songs focus more on rhythm and
harmony than melody … Whereas a half century ago, Christians sang songs in which there were
disciplined rhythms and rhymes, and both melody and lyrics followed an obvious orderly
pattern, today’s rhythms are more likely to be disruptive and disjointed… ‘feeling’ is what
matters. So the pulsating rhythms throb through our beings, the compelling beat makes our
bodies respond and the intellectual or biblical content only needs to be sufficient to justify
calling what we are singing ‘Christian’.3
The worship debate is wide spread, and even liturgical churches are being forced to
produce contemporary worship services. This debate will be with us for some time to
come. Beyond this however, there is something more than personal preferences
occurring. There is a teaching in some charismatic circles which goes beyond the so-called
worship wars. Worship is taught as something which actually accomplishes something in the
spirit world and is linked to prophetic revelation and spiritual warfare. More and more believers
look to music as the primary source of spiritual fulfillment. New generations of charismatics are
proclaiming that God is restoring to the overcoming end time church forms of worship that
purportedly occurred in David’s tabernacle.
This special restoration is touted as a crucial element in God’s plan to restore His glory to
the final church as a prelude to the Second Coming of Christ.4
“…Bible teachers of our day who are moving in present truth have discovered God’s
anointed plan to restore the Tabernacle of David, which is the perfect pattern of praise and
worship all New Testament believers are to follow. The restoration of the pattern of praise and
worship that once prevailed in King David’s day will release a prophetic stream of praise in our
day that will energize the church with new power and demolish the works of Satan. Believers
will approach God in new ways such as singing in tongues to activate revelations, prophesying in

song, dancing rhythmically in the Spirit and all the traditional charismatic methods (hand
clapping, raising of hands etc.). Those who resist this restoration of worship will fall short of
God’s standard and will continue to operate in a faulty form of worship and will be in danger of
the glory of God departing from their churches.”5
The Tabernacle of David (TOD) teaching is not new at all but was clearly a part of the
restoration scheme of Latter Rain teachers. George Warnock, writing during the heyday of the
Latter Rain (early 50’s), often referred to the Tabernacle of David. It was in the mid 60’s
however, that Latter-Rain restoration teachers in Australia and New Zealand began to flesh out
TOD teaching. Graham Truscott claimed to be directed by God to TOD teaching in 1968. The
context of this enhanced TOD teaching was always in a Latter-Rain context. Kevin Conner, in
Australia, was among the first to apply typology and restoration hermeneutics to the Tabernacle
of David.
The term TOD is a reference to the tent David pitched in Jerusalem for the Ark of the
Covenant (2 Sam. 6:17; 1 Chron. 16:1). The apostle James quoted Amos 9:11 in reference to the
restoring of David’s fallen tent at the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:16). Those promoting the
restoration of Davidic Worship/Warfare base everything on the assertion that this refers to the
form of worship that was employed in David’s tabernacle. We will look closely at the Acts
15:16 passage and will find that with most responsible biblical authorities that verse does not
refer to forms of worship but rather to the dynasty (house of) David and has nothing to do with
worship whatsoever. It may appear new to those promoting it today but it was first taught in
Latter Rain circles in the late 40’s and early 50’s. Restored Davidic worship is just a companion
piece of the whole restoration teaching scheme in which apostles and prophets are restored to the
final and overcoming end time church. Along with restored apostles and prophets there is also a
restored form of worship which they assert was part of David’s day, which had a short
appearance in the apostolic church only to be lost until God’s restoration in these last days.
The Tabernacle of David in Scripture.
TOD teaching centers it’s teaching on the prophecy of Amos 9:11 quoted by James at the
Jerusalem council in Acts 15:16, in which James refers to the tent David pitched for the ark of
the covenant in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:17; 1 Chron. 16:1). James quotes from the Septuagint
(Greek translation of the OT). “After this I will return and rebuild the fallen house [tabernacle) of
David. Its ruins I will rebuild, and I will restore it and the rest of mankind may seek the Lord,
and all the Gentiles who bear my name,” (NIV)

In Amos 9:11, in the Hebrew text there is an additional reference to “they may possess
the remnant of Edom” (NIV)6 which is not found in the Septuagint. James’ choice of the
Septuagint surely reflects his desire to promote the inclusion of Gentiles. Those promoting TOD
teaching contend rather, that James is concerned about restoring Davidic worship to the
church. TOD teachers refer to I Chron. 25 where David appointed prophetic Levites to praise
God with stringed instruments, harps, cymbals and trumpets. These references to musical
instruments are then recruited to show that the TOD is a reference to worship.
Conversely, if it can be established that Acts 15:16 is not a reference to Davidic worship
forms at all, then the whole teaching of TOD is without biblical support and is rather a clever
example of restoration hermeneutics. If the context of both Acts 15:16 and Amos 9:11 demands
that tabernacle (Heb. Sukkah, “booth” or “house”) actually refers to the dynastic rule of David
(as in house of Usher etc.) then worship is not even a biblical consideration. In Isaiah 16:5 the
term TOD is without any doubt a reference to the “rule” of David: “In love a throne will be
established in faithfulness a man will sit on it – one from the ‘house of David” (NIV).
We will return for a more in depth look at James’ quote of Amos 9:11 later in the article.
A Summary of Tabernacle of David Teaching
Tricia Tillin has researched the ministry of Mike Bickle with special reference to the
International House of Prayer (IHOP) and the associated ministry called the “Harp and Bowl.”
Here is an extended quote from her findings:
“Here is one official description of the work: The International House of Prayer is a 24hour a day, city wide worship and warfare, interdenominational prayer ministry serving the Body
of Christ. This ministry is modeled after the Tabernacle of David with singers and musicians
being released to lead corporate intercession and worship 24 hours a day … The House of Prayer
for all nation’s ministry includes continuous praise and prayer dethroning the principalities and
powers over a region declaring God’s sovereignty. This is in the spirit of Rev. 4-5 ‘Harp and
Bowl’ worship and warfare prayer gatherings, the harp representing praise and the bowl
representing the prayers of the saints which is at the heart of David’s Tabernacle … In Sept.
1999… they completed the full 24 hour a day schedule with singers and musicians leading each
session. They believe that this model is the most effective context to train and send forth others
who will plant a House of Prayer (in the spirit of the Tabernacle of David) established in every
major city of the earth before the Lord’s return.”7

Froujke E. Jansen further describes his view of the Tabernacle of David;
“His [John Painter] study was also about the Tabernacle of David being a type of the endtime church and about a transition between the two tabernacles, the Tabernacle of Moses and the
Tabernacle of David. In the Bible, the Tabernacle of Moses lacked God’s presence at the time
the Tabernacle of David was being built, yet it continued to operate without presence. For a
time, the Tabernacles of Moses and of David operated simultaneously. Dr. Painter said this
represented the fact that during the end times there will be two tabernacles that also operate
simultaneously. That is, the ‘church’ with unfaithful ministers and people who are content with
empty ritual and the true end time church that is full of God’s presence.”8
David appointed 24 groups of 12 musicians (a total 880) who were set apart for prophetic
worship. It is assumed from this that these musicians served around the clock (24/7) every day.
An unnamed writer on the intemet concludes the following: “Now, in these last days …
the TOD is going to be restored. As it was in David’s time, once again God’s people will have
free access to His presence. Whenever the people of God gather to minister to God in worship
and praise, He will be pleased to come in His mighty presence to meet with them.”9
The above quotes express the various common themes of TOD teaching. Diverse
versions of TOD teaching are now widely dispersed in Charismatic circles. As various elements
of this teaching move from person to person and group to group certain aspects are picked up or
left out so that many who employ different versions of this teaching are not aware that TOD is
the source of these ideas. Nevertheless, there seem to be four central ideas within TOD teaching.
1. TOD is a part of the present-truth/restoration view of church history.
2. TOD enhances and endorses the ministry of restored apostles and prophets.
3. TOD invokes (attracts) the manifest presence of God. 4. TOD is a powerful weapon of
spiritual warfare.
Space does not allow for us to deal in depth with each of these themes. So we will only address
No. 3 and 4 in some detail.

Does TOD Worship Attract the Manifest Presence of God?
The addiction to physical manifestations in the current revival is often linked directly to
TOD type worship. It has been pragmatically discovered that long extended and repetitive
worship will usually cause God to “show up.” So worship techniques often become the prelude
for God showing up in power. “Showing up” is shorthand for the whole catalogue of physical
manifestations associated with the current revival. The right kind of worship will attract the
manifestations which are a sign that God has shown up. Much of the teaching that praise attracts
and brings God’s presence is based on an obscure verse in the OT which I believe has been
misinterpreted. The KJV of Psalm 22:3 states: “But thou art holy, O thou that inhabitest the
praises of Israel.”
Does this verse really teach that if we praise God then God will come in His manifest
presence to “inhabit the church” – sometimes as a visible glory cloud of blue haze or an
overwhelming sense of heaviness (glory), or whatever?
Does this verse even suggest that God “inhabits” praise in some unique and extraordinary way?
First of all most modern Hebrew translations prefer “enthroned” to “inhabit.”
Furthermore, the Hebrew Grammar is not in favor of the traditional understanding found in the
KJV. The Hebrew literally reads, “But Thou/Holy/enthroned/the praise of Israel.” The NIV
translates it “Yet you are enthroned as the Holy One; you are the praise of Israel.” Thus, the
phrase probably means, “You are the One Israel praises.” In context this fits well because in vs.
3-5 it is God who is the One in whom “our fathers put their trust.” Bruce L. Johnson has summed
the thought in this way: “But note that David’s appeal is to God. He is not calling God’s people
to praise Him so that God will ‘show up’ or act in their behalf. He is not saying, ‘God comes
[fights, acts for us, etc.] because we praise Him, so praise him and he will act’, rather, he is
telling God (and indirectly, telling us), that He is the one we praise and boast in because he HAS
shown up for us!”10
Is TOD really a Spiritual Warfare Technique?
Michael Moriarity has responded to the TOD teaching as spiritual warfare:
“The new charismatics believe that God is teaching certain present-truth Christians ‘new
insights’ to help the church in her struggles against spiritual darkness … One way to accomplish

all of this is through certain forms of worship … God is putting together a present-truth army of
believers that will worship Him with such power that all non-Christian philosophies will
ultimately be wiped out and demons will be left trembling.”11
Bill Hamon, who is a fellow apostle with C. Peter Wagner, in the International Coalition of
Apostles, and a long time Latter Rain writer, describes the power of praise choruses in this way:
“These praise choruses convey the words and spirit of a militant army ready to possess
their promised land. The “Joshua Generation” has crossed over their spiritual Jordan
restorationally. They are now marching around Jericho, preparing to fulfill their predestined
purpose as one of the restorational, present-truth tribes that will be joined together in spirit and
truth to drive out the ‘ites’ of Canaan.”12
Indeed, there are references to spiritual warfare in the NT, but there are no references to
worship warfare. By stressing TOD as a warfare technique, TOD teachers have reduced it to a
formula. The purpose of worship, however, personal or corporate, is not to employ a spiritual
warfare tactic. I recently heard a sermon in which the pastor asserted that every time we clap or
beat the drum it allows God to beat on the devil. We however, do not clap, shout etc. in order for
God to be freed to defeat the devil. Rather we praise God because he has defeated the evil one
and we have been rescued from his domain. There is no power in any worship technique. The
power is in God Himself. If the TOD worship warfare is such a powerful warfare technique
today and a mighty testimony of restored Latter Rain apostles, why did not the first church
apostles have it at their disposal in the days of the “former Rain?” Why would God reserve this
for the Latter Rain and its apostles and prophets? If this Davidic worship warfare was not a part
of the apostolic church (and it wasn’t) then how could it be restored today?
The Key Passage: Acts 15:16.
In order to understand why James quoted from Amos 9:11 at the conclusion of the
Jerusalem council, the historical context is the determining factor. The circumcision party
among Jewish believers was insisting that Gentile believers had to be circumcised according to
the law of Moses (v.1). Paul and Barnabas came to the council to participate in the debate and
lobbied against the circumcision party (v.4, 6). Peter witnessed before the Council that salvation
is by grace through faith in Christ. Paul and Barnabas recalled how miraculously God had
worked among the Gentiles on their first missionary journey. James, the obvious spokesman for
the council, concurred with Peter, Paul and Barnabas and expressed his conclusion that Gentile

believers were to be accepted into the early church without circumcision because their hearts had
been cleansed by faith in Christ (Acts 15:9-12, 19).
In order to give OT credence to the decision of the council, James quoted Amos 9:11
which appears to have settled once and for all the question of Gentile inclusion in the early
church. Would it make any sense for James to depart from the only issue before the council (i.e.,
the question of Gentile circumcision) and predict a new form of worship? This just does not fit
contextually. James did not change the subject to promote a perfect plan of worship modeled
after David’s tabernacle. The obvious reference to the “tabernacle of David” is a reference to the
dynasty or rule of David, which is often referred to as the “house of David” or the “tabernacle of
David.” (2 Samuel 7:5-11).
The prophet Amos had prophesied that David’s rule, with all its glorious promises, would
one day collapse and fall being overrun with “breaches” and “ruins.” But Amos went on to
promise that David’s tabernacle (the house of David) would be restored from its fallen
state. James purpose in quoting the passage is to demonstrate to the council that the restoring of
David’s house refers to the spiritual incorporation of the Gentiles into the New Testament
Church. Indeed, it had been God’s intention to include Gentiles in His Kingdom from the
beginning. What Amos had predicted so long ago is now being fulfilled in that Gentiles are
coming to faith and being included in Christ’s church. After the literal historical fall of David’s
tabernacle (the Davidic Dynasty) God would restore David’s rule by including Jews and Gentiles
in the same ‘house’ or family of God. James, in quoting Amos is establishing to the council that
the inclusion of Gentiles was not something new but was a part of God’s plan and was being
fulfilled in the Church. Consequently, James concludes, “Therefore it is my judgment that we do
not trouble those who are turning to God from among the Gentiles” (Acts 15:19).
The only way to teach the restoration of Davidic Worship is to snatch the phrase
“Tabernacle of David” in Acts 15:16 out of its historical meaning, isolate it from the context and
give it a meaning that James, Paul, Barnabas, Peter and the whole NT would not have even
recognized.
Conclusion
Beyond the fact that “Tabernacle of David’ teaching is simply wrong and an example of
illegitimate restoration teaching, there are pastoral and practical concerns. Rather than worship
directed to God, simply to express praise, Davidic worship/warfare is practiced in order to

produce a so-called spiritual effect. It hints at a kind of spiritual formula or recipe. The teaching
that restored Davidic worship somehow allows or even attracts the physical manifestations of
God’s presence seems to border on spiritual magic.
Finally, the identification of worship as purely musical is not biblical. The Apostle Paul
teaches that worship touches all the areas of life. Presenting our bodies as living sacrifices
constitutes our “spiritual worship” (Romans 12:1). Worship styles and musical preferences
should never be put forth as God’s unique and authorized form of worship. Cultural expressions
of worship will always be different. The central point is that worship is an expression of the
heart toward God.
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